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Methods and Data Sources
Shellfish tissue data is derived from the EGAD database maintained by Maine's Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP). We focused on toxic contaminants in blue mussels only because we
have reported on blue mussels in prior state of Casco Bay reports. Recent data includes samples from
other bivalves, especially soft-shell clams.

Portland Harbor sediment toxics data was sourced from Campbell Environmental, who led collection of
samples to support a project to establish a Confined Aquatic Disposal cell in Portland harbor to dispose
of potentially contaminated sediments. Samples represent composites from multiple depths along deep
(~ 6 foot) sediment cores.
Pesticide sediment and stormwater sampling data were provided to CBEP by the Maine Board of
Pesticides Control (BPC). BPC staff and volunteers conducted intertidal sediment and stormwater
sampling in 2014 and 2015. We do not report on the more limited stormwater data here. The BPC
sediment study looked at a relatively small number of pesticides, mostly pyrethroids. Most pyrethroids
were never detected in Maine intertidal sediments. Bifenthrin was detected more frequently than any
other pesticides. Bifenthrin is a widely used pesticide in urban areas, and it can be detected in
sediments at comparatively low concentrations. Few other pyrethroids were detected, and none were
detected often enough to enable analysis of spatial pattern or relationship to land use.
Analysis of data on toxic contaminants is complicated by the fact that many toxic compounds are found
at such low concentrations that they cannot be reliably detected in environmental samples. “Nondetects” are neither missing data – we know the concentration was low – nor zeros – we only know the
observation was below the detection limit.
Numerous different methods have been suggested for how best to address this. Some studies replace
“non-detects” with a zero value, others with the “detection limit,” the lowest concentration that can be
reliably detected. Many other ad hoc approaches have been used over the years. None is fully
satisfactory. For our analyses, we used a statistical method in which we replaced “non-detects” with a
maximum-likelihood based estimate of the “most likely” value for samples below the detection limit.
We used the distribution of observed samples to infer the likely distribution (under a lognormal
distribution) of unobserved values below the detection limit, and then bootstraped the expected value
of that truncated data distribution. The logic of this approach is embodied in a minimal R package we
created, LCensMeans, available on the GitHub archive at https://github.com/CBEP-SoCB/LCensMeans.
In practice, this method usually replaces the “non-detects” with a value well below ½ of the detection
limit.
For the Blue Mussel toxics data, we modeled contaminant levels principally using linear models, after
accounting for non-detects as just described. For the Portland Harbor toxics data, we present graphical
data summaries, without statistical modeling beyond our treatment of non-detects.
For the BPC pesticide (bifenthrin) data, we used a median-based linear model to evaluate the
relationship between local impervious surfaces and bifenthrin concentrations. That approach reduced
the impact of the two outliers from 2014 on the trend line. The result is still statistically significant
(although weaker) if based on simple linear models, or if the analysis is conducted based on organicnormalized bifenthrin concentrations, rather than raw concentration.
For the CBEP sediment data, we complemented linear models with mixed effects (hierarchical) models
that treated sampling locations as random factors. While not originally based on a formal probabilitybased sapling design, sample locations can be thought of as a random selection of all possible sampling
locations. Put another way, we expect samples collected at the same location at different times to be
correlated.

Results reported in the figure legends on page 30 are based principally on full linear mixed effects
models with both region and year as predictors of contaminant levels. For the metals data shown in the
accompanying table, we report trend results from robust linear regression models (median-based linear
models) but rely on linear mixed effects models to evaluate differences among regions of the Bay.
While trend results for individual metals were generally similar with the mixed effects models,
determination of statistical significance for some metals was highly model-dependent, and it proved
difficult to summarize complex interactions for a public audience. We felt the robust regression results
were less affected by outliers and non-detects, and thus likely to offer more robust data summaries.
Access to data and summary of data analysis can be found at https://github.com/CBEP-SoCB. For a full
archive of data and all analyses steps head to https://github.com/CBEP-SoCB-Details.

